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INTRODUCTION
Let A be a commutative ring and let N be an A-module. If one tries to
generalize the notion of a prime ideal from A to N, one is led to the
following
DEFINITION. A submodule M ; N, M / N, is said to be prime if for
 . every a g A, the homothety h : NrM ª NrM, h n s a ? n n being thea a
.coset of n g N , is either injective or null.
This paper explores some basic facts of this class of submodules. In
Section 1, to each prime submodule M ; N, we associate a prime ideal p M
of A and, conversely, if A is a domain and N is a torsion-free finitely
generated A-module, to each prime ideal p g Spec A we associate a
 .prime submodule N p ; N, called the minimal submodule associated to
p. This allows us to associate a chain of prime submodules of N of the
same length to each chain of prime ideals of A. In Section 2 we deal with
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a class of particularly simple prime submodules, the so-called 0-submodules
of a module over a domain. We prove that rank-1 0-submodules of a free
module of finite rank over a regular local ring O are free and we
characterize reflexive modules over a Noetherian local ring O as the
0-submodules of free O-modules of finite rank. We then show how these
submodules may be used in characterizing vector bundles of rank r y 1,
generated by r elements over the punctured spectrum and also in con-
structing the tangent bundle, the Tango bundle, and others. In Section 3
wwe introduce the notion of prime dimension of a module N denoted by
 .xD N , defined as the maximum length of the chains of prime submodules
of N, and we obtain two lower bounds for the prime dimension; namely,
 .1 if A is a d-dimensional domain and N is a torsion-free finitely
 .  .generated A-module, then D N G d q rk N y 1, and 2 if O is a
d-dimensional local domain and N satisfies the same conditions as above,
 .  .  .then D N G dim S N y 1, where S N stands for symmetric algebra.
The latter result is obtained by means of the interpretation of the
w xForster]Swan number given in 4 . We include some examples showing
that the prime dimension is related to the singularity of the ground ring.
For every prime submodule M ; N, we have p N : M; in generalM
however p N is not a prime submodule. This leads us to introduce theM
notion of the descent of a module N in Section 4 as the greatest integer
 .s s d N , such that for every p g Spec A, ht p F s, with Arp as a
Cohen]Macaulay ring, Nrp N is a torsion-free Arp-module. This new
invariant allows us to characterize reflexive modules over a regular local
 .  .  .ring O by the condition d N G 1, and d N - dim O implies d N F
depth N y 1. We then apply these results to obtain a characterization of
direct summands in terms of prime submodules. We also obtain a charac-
terization of finitely generated O-modules M over a regular local ring O,
satisfying Serre's S condition by means of the descent invariant; namely,n
M satisfies the S condition if and only if, for every p g Spec A, ht p G n,n
 .we have d M G n y 1. The first part of Section 5 deals with the problemp
of characterizing finitely generated reflexive modules over a Noetherian
local domain as the images of the homomorphisms between free O-mod-
ules of finite rank whose matrix satisfies a certain condition. The second
part of that section then characterizes finitely generated modules over a
regular local ring, which are k-syzygies. Finally, in Section 6 we prove that
w xa torsion-free finitely generated k T , T -module becomes locally free1 2
after a finite sequence of suitable monoidal transformations and by using
Roberts' multiplicity we then apply this result to associate a canonically
w xdefined diagram to each k T , T -module of finite length, which is similar1 2
to the diagram associated with a singular point of an algebraic curve in the
theory of equisingularity. Some examples are also considered.
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1. PRIME SUBMODULES AND ASSOCIATED MINIMAL
SUBMODULES
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. i Let N be an A-module and let M ; N be a prime
 .submodule. The set of homotheties of A ¨anishing on NrM i.e., a ? N : M
is a prime ideal of A, which will be denoted by p .M
 .ii If M : M are prime submodules of N, then p : p . Also the1 2 M M1 2
Arp -module M rM is a prime submodule of the Arp -module NrM ,M 2 1 M 11 1
and in Arp we ha¨e p s p rp .M M r M M M1 2 1 2 1
 .Proof. i Assume a, b g A are such that a ? b g p , a f p . ThenM M
the homothety h : NrM ª NrM must be injective. By virtue of oura
 .hypothesis, for every n g N, we have ab ? n s h b ? n s 0. Hence b ? n sa
 .0, thus proving that b g p . As for ii , it is obvious that a ? N : MM 1
implies a ? N : M . Note however that the corresponding statement for2
.  .proper inclusions does not hold true. The last part of ii follows directly
from the definitions.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M ; N be a prime submodule. If a g A, n g N,
then a ? n g N if and only if either a g p or n g M.M
COROLLARY 1.3. For e¨ery prime submodule we ha¨e p N : M.M
 .EXAMPLES 1.4. i The prime submodules of the A-module ArI are
 .prI, where p g V I . In particular it is clear that a submodule of A is
prime if and only if it is a prime ideal.
 .ii If k is a field, the prime submodules of a k-vector space V are
exactly the vector subspaces W ; V, W / V.
 . 2iii If O is a local ring with maximal ideal m , then m is a prime
submodule of m.
 .iv Let A be a principal domain and let N be a free A-module of finite
rank. A submodule M ; N is prime if and only if either rk M - rk N and
M is a direct summand of N or rk M s rk N s r and the invariants of M
in N are a s ??? s a s 1, a s ??? s a s p, s - r, where p is an1 s sq1 r
irreducible element of A.
 .v Let w : N ª N9 be a homomorphism of A-modules and let M9 ; N9
y1 . be a prime submodule. If M s w M9 / N e.g., this is the case if w is
.surjective , then M is a prime submodule of N. This follows taking into
account that w induces a monomorphism of A-modules w : NrM ª
N9rM9, such that for every a g A, w ( h s h (w.a a
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let p be a prime ideal of a domain A. Gi¨ en a
 .torsion-free finitely generated A-module N, let N p be the subset of N defined
 .as follows. An element n g N belongs to N p if and only if there exists
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a f p , such that a ? n g p N. We ha¨e
 .  .i N p is a prime submodule of N.
 .  .ii N p is contained in e¨ery prime submodule ha¨ing p as associated
 .ideal; i.e., for e¨ery prime submodule M ; N, N p : M.M
 .  .Proof. i As p is prime, it is clear that N p is a submodule. We first
 .prove that N p / N. Let n , . . . , n be a system of generators of N. If1 k
 .N p s N, then there exist elements a f p , b g p , 1 F i, j F k, suchi i j
that for every i s 1, . . . , k, we have a n s k b n or, equivalently,i i js1 i j j
k  .  . b y d a n s 0. Hence D ? n s 0, where D s det b y d a , andjs1 i j i j j j j i j i j j
since N is torsion-free this implies D s 0, thus contradicting the fact that
 .D f p. Moreover, if b g p , then h vanishes on NrN p , since p N :b
 .  .  .N p . Assume b f p. If h : NrN p ª NrN p is not injective thereb
 .  .exists n g N, n f N p , such that b ? n g N p , and this means that for
 .  .some c f p , we have c ? b ? n g p N. Hence n g N p , thus leading us to
a contradiction.
 .  .ii Assume n g N p . There exists a f p , such that a ? n g p N, and
the result follows from Corollary 1.3 and Proposition 1.2.
 .DEFINITION 1.6. The submodule N p is called the minimal submodule
associated to the prime ideal p g Spec A.
Remark 1.7. Note that the above argument proves a more general
result; that is, if N is a finitely generated A-module such that Ann N : p ,
 .then i still holds true.
THEOREM 1.8. Let A be a d-dimensional domain and let N be a torsion-free
finitely generated A-module. If p ; p ; ??? ; p is a chain of strict0 1 s
inclusions of prime ideals of A, then there exists a chain of strict inclusions of
prime submodules of N of the same length, M ; M ; ??? ; M .0 1 s
 .Proof. We set M s N p , A s Arp , q s p rp , and N s NrM .0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
 .  .  .Then N is a torsion-free A -module and q / 0 , so that N q / 0 ,1 1 1 1 1
 .since q N : N q . Let p : N ª N be the canonical projection. Letting1 1 1 1 1 1
y1  ..M s p N q , we have a strict inclusion M ; M , since M s Ker p ,1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
 .  .and N q / 0 . Similarly, we set A s Arp , q s p rp s1 1 2 1 2 2 1
 .  . y1  ..p rp rq , N s NrM s N r M rM , and letting M s p N q ,2 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 2
where p : N ª N stands for the canonical projection, we obtain a strict2 2
chain of inclusions M ; M ; M , and so on. This process can be done d0 1 2
times thus giving the result.
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2. 0-SUBMODULES
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be a domain. A submodule M ; N of an
A-module N is said to be a 0-submodule if NrM is torsion-free or,
equivalently, if zero is the unique noninjective homothety on NrM.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. i A 0-submodule is a prime submodule.
 .ii With the same hypothesis as in the pre¨ious definition a submodule M is
a 0-submodule if and only if for e¨ery a g A, n g N, the relation a ? n g M
implies n g M.
THEOREM 2.3. Let O be a regular local domain and let F be a free
O-module of finite rank. A rank-1 0-submodule M : F is free.
Proof. Assume M is a 0-submodule of rank 1. We have an exact
sequence of O-modules
0 ª M ª F ª Q ª 0,
where Q is torsion-free. Taking cohomology with supports in a point
i .p g Spec A, ht p G 2, we thus have H M s 0, i s 0, 1. Hencep
 . w xdepth M G 2, and from 3, 1.3 , it follows that M is reflexive and since itp
w xis a rank-1 module, it is also free 3, 1.9 .
THEOREM 2.4. Let O be a Noetherian local domain. A finitely generated
O-module N is reflexi¨ e if and only if N is a 0-submodule of a free O-module
of finite rank.
Proof. Assume N is reflexive and let us consider an exact sequence
0 ª K ª F ª N kª 0, where F is free of finite rank. Dualizing we obtain
0 ª N ª F kª K k, and since the image of F kª K k is torsion-free, we
conclude that N is a 0-submodule of the free module F k. Conversely,
assume N is a 0-submodule of a free module of finite rank, N : F, so that
we have 0 ª N ª F ª M ª 0, where M is torsion-free. If p g Spec O,
ht p G 2, taking cohomology with supports in p in the above exact se-
1 .  w x.quence we obtain H N s 0; hence cf. 3 N is reflexive.p
 .DEFINITION 2.5. Let O, m be a local ring. An m-primary ideal q s
 .a , . . . , a is said to be 1 y m-primary if every solution of the system of1 s
 .  .equations j x s l q m f a , 1 F i F s, with j f f , f irreducible, is ofi i
 .the form x s l9 q m9 f a , 1 F i F s.i i
 .THEOREM 2.6. Let O, m be a d-dimensional regular local ring. We ha¨e
 .i There is a bijection between torsion-free ¨ector bundles of rank r y 1
generated by r elements o¨er the punctured spectrum of O, and m-primary
ideals generated by r elements.
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 .ii There is a bijection between reflexi¨ e ¨ector bundles of rank r y 1
generated by r elements o¨er the punctured spectrum of O, and 1 y m-primary
ideals generated by r elements.
Proof. Let N be a vector bundle satisfying the properties of the
 .statement. We thus have an exact sequence of O-modules: E 0 ª M ª
F ª N ª 0, where F is a free O-module of rank r, and hence M is a
0-submodule of rank 1. From Theorem 2.3 it follows that M is free, say
 .  .M s m . Let e , . . . , e be a basis for F, so that m s a e q ??? qa e .1 r 1 1 r r
 .We set q s a , . . . , a , and let p g Spec A be a prime ideal such that1 r
ht p - d. As N is a free O -module, M is a direct summand of F ; fromp p p p
Nakayama's lemma, we thus conclude that at least one of the elements
a , . . . , a is invertible in A , and hence m is the only prime ideal of O1 r p
such that q : m , and consequently q is m-primary. Furthermore, we shall
see that if N is reflexive, then q is 1 y m-primary. Let f g O be an
 .  .irreducible element. Tensoring E by Or f we obtain 0 ª MrfM ª
O  ..FrfF ª NrfN ª 0, because the torsion O-module Tor N, Or f em-1
 .beds into the torsion-free O-module N m f ( fN, and since N is reflex-
 .  w x.ive, NrfN is a torsion-free Or f -module cf. 6 . Hence MrfM is a
0-submodule. Let us denote by j the image of j modulo f , so that
m s a e q ??? qa e is a basis for MrfM. Using the fact that MrfM1 1 r r
embeds into FrfF, it is not difficult to see that q is 1 y m-primary if and
 .only if NrfN is a torsion-free Or f -module. Conversely, if q s
 .  .a , . . . , a is an m-primary ideal we can construct M s m , m s a e1 r 1 1
 .q ??? qa e , and the exact sequence E as above. If p / m , then q s O ;r r p p
hence M is a direct summand of F , and accordingly N is a freep p p
O-module. Moreover, if q is 1 y m-primary, thus N is reflexive.
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let O be a d-dimensional regular local ring, d G 4,
 .m s x , . . . , x . 0-submodules appear naturally in constructing the tan-1 d
gent bundle and the bundles of Tango, Trautman, and Vetter and Hor-
 w x.rocks and Mumford cf. 2, 6.10 and Appendix . For the tangent bundle it
follows from the very definition. In fact, the tangent bundle M corre-
sponds to the maximal ideal by means of the sequence
g
d0 ª O ª O ª M ª 0, g 1 s x , . . . , x . .  .1 d
Moreover, let
g w
d 2 dy30 ª O ª O ª O ª T ª 0
be the exact sequence giving rise to the Tango bundle, w being the
w xhomomorphism defined in 2, p. 114 . Then, N s Im w is one of the
modules described in the above theorem.
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In Section 5 we shall also need the following property of 0-submodules:
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A be a domain and let N be a torsion-free finitely
generated A-module. Assume M : M9 ; N are two submodules such that:
 .a M is a 0-submodule of N,
 .  .b rk M s rk M9, where rk M s rk K m M , K being the field ofK A
fractions of A.
Then M s M9.
3. PRIME DIMENSION OF MODULES
DEFINITION 3.1. Let N be an A-module. A prime chain of length n is a
sequence of proper inclusions of prime submodules of N, M ; M ; ???0 1
; M . The prime dimension of N is the maximal length of a prime chainn
or ` if there are prime chains of unbounded length. It will be denoted by
 .  .D N . If N has no prime submodule, we set D N s y1.
 .EXAMPLES 3.2. i The prime dimension of A considered as an A-mod-
ule coincides with its Krull dimension.
 .  .ii If V is an n-dimensional k-vector space, D V s n y 1.
 .iii Let A be a principal domain that is not a field and let F be a free
 .  .A-module of finite rank. It follows from Example 1.4 iv that D F s rk F.
w xEXAMPLE 3.3. Let A s k t , t be the ring of polynomials in two1 2
 .variables with coefficients in the algebraically closed field k, let O, m be
2 3  .the local ring at the origin of the curve t y t s 0, and let e , e be a1 2 1 2
 .basis of a free O-module F of rank 2. We shall prove: D F G 3. Let us
 .denote the images of t , t in O by x, y, respectively, so that m s x, y ,1 2
and let us consider the element m s xe q ye . It is not difficult to see1 2
that m is contained in a unique rank-1 0-submodule of F, which we shall
denote by I. First we prove I ; m F. Assume n g I, n f m F. Hence if
n s a e q be , either a or b does not belong to m. We can assume1 2
a f m , and accordingly a is invertible; hence substituting ay1 n for n, we
can assume n s e q be , and since there exist l, m g O, such that1 2
lm s mn, we obtain l x s m, l y s mb ; hence y s b x, thus showing that
m is principal. This is absurd because O is singular and consequently it
 .proves our claim. Then we have a chain of strict inclusions, 0 ; I ; m I
 .; m F, e .1
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a d-dimensional domain and let N be a torsion-free
 .finitely generated A-module. Then we ha¨e D N G d q rk N y 1.
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Proof. We proceed by recurrence on r s rk N. For r s 1, it follows
from Theorem 1.8. Assume r ) 1. Let n / 0 be an arbitrary element of0
N and let I ; N be the submodule of the elements n g N, such that
an s bn , for some a, b g O, a / 0. It is not difficult to see that I is a0
rank-1 0-submodule of N, so that we have an exact sequence
p
0 ª I ª N ª S ª 0,
where S is a torsion-free A-module of rank r y 1, and from the recur-
 .rence hypothesis, D S G d q r y 2. It thus follows the existence of a
chain of strict inclusions of prime submodules of S of length d q r y 2,
 . X y1 .say 0 s S ; S ; ??? ; S , and putting S s p S , 0 F i F d q0 1 dqry2 i i
r y 2, we obtain a chain of strict inclusions of prime submodules of N of
 . X X  .length d q r y 1; i.e., 0 ; I ; S ; ??? ; S . Accordingly, D N G1 dqry2
d q r y 1.
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let O, m be a local ring and N an O-module
 .generated by not less than s elements. Then D N G s y 1.
 .Proof. If n , . . . , n , t G s, is a minimal system of generators of N,1 t
it is not difficult to see that N admits the chain of strict inclusions
 .  .of prime submodules m N ; m N, n ; m N, n , n ; ??? ;1 1 2
 .m N, n , n , . . . , n .1 2 ty1
 .COROLLARY 3.6. Let O, m be a d-dimensional local ring and let N be a
finitely generated torsion-free ¨ector bundle o¨er the punctured spectrum of O.
 .  .  .Then D N G dim S N y 1, where S N stands for the symmetric algebra
of the module.
Proof. As a consequence of the fact that the Foster]Swan number
w xcoincides with the dimension of the symmetric algebra 4 , in the particular
 w x.  .   .case of vector bundles one obtains see 6, 1.2.3 dim S N -sup n N ,
4  .d q rk N , where n N is the minimal number of generators of N. Two
 .  .  .cases arise: 1 dim S N s n N : By applying Proposition 3.5, we can
 .  .conclude; 2 dim S N s d q rk N. Then we can also conclude by apply-
ing Theorem 3.4.
 .EXAMPLE 3.7. Let O, m be a regular local ring such that dim O s 3,
 .  .m s x, y, z , and let F be a free O-module of rank 5 with basis e , . . . , e .1 5
Let us consider the exact sequence 0 ª K ª F ª N ª 0, where K s
 .m , m , m , m s xe q ye q ze , m s xe q ye q ze , and m s xe1 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 4 3 3
q ye q ze . Let n , 1 F i F 5, be the image of e in N. It is not difficult to4 5 i i
 .see that n N s 5. We prove the following two facts:
 .1 rk N s 2, N is torsion-free, and it is free over the punctured
spectrum.
 .  .2 D N G 6.
 .  .Hence it will follow that D N ) dim S N .
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 .1 Let p g Spec O be a prime ideal such that p / m. Then at least
one of the elements x, y, z does not belong to p. Let us assume that this is
the case for x; hence x is invertible in O , and e , e , e can be written asp 1 2 3
a linear combination of m , m , m , e , e . Accordingly the latter elements1 2 3 4 5
 .constitute a basis for F and K s m , m , m is a direct summand ofp p 1 2 3
rank 3; hence N is free of rank rk N s 2. Therefore, if the torsion of Np p
0  .exists, it should be equal to H N . Taking cohomology with supports inm
1  .m in the above exact sequence and taking into account that H K s 0,m
0  .since K is free, we obtain H N s 0. From the above discussion we thusm
 .  .conclude, 5 s n N s dim O q rk N; hence dim S N s 5.
 .  .2 First, we remark that x q y q z N is a prime submodule of N. In
 .  . fact, by setting O9 s Or x q y q z , m9 s mr x q y q z , F9 s Fr x q
.  . w  .xy q z F, K 9 s Kr x q y q z K so that m9 s x9, y9 , and taking into
account that N is free for p / m , we conclude that, also considered as anp
O .  4O9-module, the support of Tor N, O9 is m9 , and since K 9 is a free1
O .O9-module, Tor N, O9 s 0, and we have an exact sequence 0 ª K 9 ª1
 X X X . X  X X X X X . XF9 ª N9 ª 0, where K 9 s m , m , m , m s x e q y e y x9y9e , m1 2 3 1 1 2 3 2
 X X X X X X . X  X X X X X X X .s x e q y e y x y e , and m s x e q y e y x y e . Behaving as in2 3 4 3 3 4 5
fact 1, it is proved that N9 is free over the punctured spectrum of O9 and
by using local cohomology one then concludes that N9 is a torsion-free
O9-module. Finally, we have the following chain of strict inclusions of
 .  .  .prime submodules of N, 0 ; x q y q z N ; m N ; m N, n ;1
 .  .  .  .m N, n , n ; m N, n , n , n ; m N, n , n , n , n ; hence D N G 6.1 1 2 1 2 3 4
4. DESCENT
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A be a Cohen]Macaulay domain. An A-module
N is said to be of descent s if s is the greatest integer such that for every
p g Spec A, with ht p F s, and such that Arp is Cohen]Macaulay, then
 .Nrp N is a torsion-free Arp-module. In what follows d N stands for the
descent of N. If the torsion submodule of N is nonnull, then we set
 .d N s y1.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.2. i If N is a finitely generated A-module, then d N /
dim A y 1.
 .  .   .  .4  .ii d N [ N s min d N , d N . In particular, d N is in¨ariant1 2 1 2
 .under free direct summands; i.e., if F is a free A-module, then d N [ F s
 .d N .
 .Proof. i If m is a maximal ideal of A such that N / m N, it is
 .obvious that Nrm N is a torsion-free Arm-module. Part ii is immediate.
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w x  .  .EXAMPLE 4.3. Set A s k X, Y . Let p , N be the ideals X , X, Y ,
respectively. Then the coset of X in Nrp N considered as a module over
w x.  .Arp s k Y is a torsion element. Hence d N s 0.
THEOREM 4.4. Let A be a regular local ring. An A-module N is reflexi¨ e if
 .and only if d N G 1.
Proof. Assume N is reflexive. Then we have an exact sequence of
 w x.A-modules cf. 3, 1.1 0 ª N ª F ª G ª 0, where F is free and G is
torsion-free. Let a g A be an irreducible element. Tensoring that se-
 . A  ..quence by Ar a , we have 0 s Tor G, Ar a ª NraN ª FraF ª1
GraG ª 0. Therefore, NraN is a torsion-free module over the
 .Cohen]Macaulay domain Ar a , and taking into account that in A every
 .prime ideal of height 1 is principal, we obtain d N G 1. Conversely,
 .assume d N G 1. Let p be a prime ideal of A of height G 2, i.e.,
 .dim A G 2, and let a g p be an irreducible element. Since d N G 1,p
 .NraN is a torsion-free Ar a -module. Hence N raN is a torsion-freep p
 .A r a -module; we thus have depth N G 2 and we also know that N isp p
w xtorsion-free. From 2, 1.3 it now follows that N is reflexive.
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let O be a regular local ring and let N be a finitely
 .  .  .generated module. If d N - dim O, then depth N G d N q 1. If d N s
 .dim O, then depth N s d N .
 .Proof. Let s s d N . Since O is a regular ring, there exists a prime
 .ideal generated by a regular s-sequence, say p s x , . . . , x . Since Orp1 s
is Cohen]Macaulay, by virtue of the hypothesis, Nrp N is a torsion-free
Orp-module. If s s dim O, we conclude. If s - dim O, every noninvert-
ible, nonvanishing element x g Orp is regular for Nrp N, and the se-
 .quence x , . . . , x , x is regular for N.1 s
Remark 4.6. The depth of N however may be much bigger than its
w xdescent. Let us consider an example. We set O s k X , . . . , X , where1 n m
 .  .m s X , . . . , X , and let I ; O be the ideal I s X , X . We thus have1 n 1 2
 . 3a free resolution of I: 0 ª O ? X , yX ª O ª I ª 0. Hence2 1
proj dim I s 1 and therefore depth I s n y 1. Moreover, the coset of X1
 .  .in the Or X -module IrX I is a torsion element. Accordingly, d I s 0.1 1
 .THEOREM 4.7. i Let O be a regular local ring, let F be a free module of
rank r, and let G ; F be a submodule. Then G is a direct summand of F if
and only if for e¨ery p g Spec O, such that Orp is Cohen]Macaulay,
G q p F is a prime submodule.
 .  .ii If in addition to the abo¨e hypotheses we assume that rk K m G sK O
r y 1, where K is the field of fractions of O, then G is a direct summand if and
only if for e¨ery p g Spec O, with ht p F 1, such that Orp is
Cohen]Macaulay, G q p F is a prime submodule.
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Proof. Assume G is a direct summand of F, so that there exists G9
such that G [ G9 s F. Hence G9 is a free O-module and we have
 . X XFr G q p F ( G9rpG9. As G rpG is a free Orp-module it follows that
 .  .G q p F is a prime submodule. This proves the first part of i and ii . Let
 .us prove the converse of i . To do this, assume that for every p g Spec O,
such that Orp is Cohen]Macaulay, G q p F is a prime submodule.
 .Letting Q s FrG, we have Fr G q p F ( QrpQ. Hence for every p g
Spec O, such that Orp is Cohen]Macaulay, QrpQ is a torsion-free
 .Orp-module and this means d Q s dim O. It thus follows from Proposi-
tion 4.5 that depth Q s dim O. Hence Q is free and accordingly G [ Q (
 .F, thus proving that G is free. Finally, we prove the converse of ii .
Assume that for every p g Spec O, with ht p F 1, such that Orp is
Cohen]Macaulay, G q p F is a prime submodule. We first remark that if
 .a g O is an irreducible element, then Or a is Cohen]Macaulay. As
 .above, we set Q s FrG. By virtue of the hypothesis we have rk K m QK O
 .s 1, and taking p s 0 , we conclude that Q is a torsion-free O-module.
 .Moreover if ht p s 1, from Fr G q p F ( QrpQ, we conclude that
QrpQ is a torsion-free Orp-module. Let q be a prime ideal of height
 .G 2 and let a g q be an irreducible element such that p s a ; q is a
prime ideal of height 1. Taking b g q , b f p , it is not difficult to see that
 .a, b is a regular sequence for Q; hence depth Q G 2 and therefore Q isq
 w x. w xreflexive see, e.g., 1 , and since Q is of rank 1, we also have Q free 3 .
Accordingly G [ Q ( F and G is free.
THEOREM 4.8. Let O be a d-dimensional regular local ring and let M be a
finitely generated O-module satisfying the S condition; i.e., depth M Gk p
 .  .min k, dim, O for e¨ery p g Spec O. Then d M G k y 1.p
Proof. Let p g Spec O be a prime ideal with ht p F k y 1 and such
that Orp is a Cohen]Macaulay ring. Then Orp also is a Cohen]Macaulay
O-module, and dim Orp s d y ht p s depth Orp. Hence proj dim Orp
s ht p , and we have a free resolution
0 ª F ª ??? ª F ª F ª Orp ª 0, h F k y 1. R .h 1 0
w xMoreover, from 2, 3.8 , M is a k-syzygy and there exists a minimal free
resolution of the form
0 ª M ª FX ª ??? ª FX ª FX ª N ª 0,ky1 1 0 0
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which can be broken down into k short exact sequences as follows:
0 ª M ª FX ª N ª 0ky1 ky1
X0 ª N ª F ª N ª 0ky1 ky2 ky2
.??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
X0 ª N ª F ª N ª 02 1 1
X0 ª N ª F ª N ª 01 0 0
Tensoring the above last k y 1 short sequences by Orp, we obtain
Tor N , Orp s Tor N , Orp s ??? s Tor N , Orp , .  .  .1 ky1 2 ky2 k 0
 .  .and tensoring R by N , we conclude that Tor N , Orp s 0, since0 k 0
h - k. Hence we obtain an injection of Orp-modules, Mrp M ¨
FX rp FX , thus proving that Mrp M is a torsion-free Orp-module and,ky1 ky1
 .accordingly, d M G k y 1.
DEFINITION 4.9. Let O be a regular local ring. A finitely generated
O-module M is said to satisfy the d condition if for every p g Spec O,ny1
 .with ht p G n, we have d M G n y 1.p
THEOREM 4.10. Let O be a d-dimensional regular local ring and let M be
a finitely generated O-module. We ha¨e
 .i If M satisfies the d condition, then for e¨ery p g Spec O suchny1
that ht p s n, M is a free O -module.p p
 .ii If M satisfies the d condition, then M also satisfies the dny1 ny2
condition.
 .iii M satisfies the S condition if and only if M satisfies the dn ny1
condition.
 .Proof. i As is well known, O is an n-dimensional regular local ringp
and by virtue of the hypothesis from Proposition 4.5 we conclude that
depth M s n. Hence, proj dim M s 0.
 .ii For every p g Spec O, with ht p s n y 1, there exists q g Spec O,
with ht q s n, such that p ; q , and since M is a free O -module, itq q
 .  .follows that M s M also is a free O -module. Hence d M s ht p sq p p p p
n y 1.
 .iii If n G d, the result is trivial since in that case the S condition asn
well as the d condition imply that M is a free O-module. Note that forny1
 .the d condition it suffices to apply i to the maximal ideal of O, takingny1
 .into account ii . Accordingly we can assume that n F d y 1.
d « S . First let us assume that p g Spec O is a prime ideal suchny1 n
that ht p G n. Then O is a regular local ring of dimension ht p , and fromp
 .Proposition 4.5 we can conclude that depth M G n s min n, dim O . Ifp p
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ht p - n, there exists q g Spec O, with ht q s n, such that p ; q , and
 .  .since M is a free O -module by virtue of i , also M s M is a freeq q q p p
 .O -module. Hence depth M s dim O s min n, dim O .p p p p
S « d . First we recall that if M satisfies the S condition then anyn ny1 n
localization of M also satisfies the S condition. Accordingly, if p g Spec On
is such that ht p G n, then M satisfies the S condition considered as anp n
 .O -module and from Theorem 4.8 we have d M G n y 1, thus provingp p
that M satisfies the d condition.ny1
COROLLARY 4.11. Let O be a d-dimensional regular local ring and let M
be a finitely generated O-module.
 .  .i If d M s n y 1, then M is an n-syzygy.
 .  .ii If d M s n y 1, rk M s n q s, then M contains a free 0-sub-
module F, such that MrF is an n-syzygy.
 .  .iii If d M s n y 1, then rk M G n.
 .iv If M is free o¨er the punctured spectrum of O, then depth O s
 .d M q 1.
 .  .  . w x wProof. i , ii , and iii follow from the above theorem and 2, 3.8 , 2,
x w x  .  .3.11 , and 2, 3.16 , respectively. As for iv , set n s d M q 1. As we have
w xseen, M satisfies the S condition and by applying 2, 6.5 the resultn
follows.
5. MATRICES AND SYZYGIES
DEFINITION 5.1. Let O be a Noetherian local domain. An m = n
matrix A with coefficients in O is said to be initial if the equation
A s A9 ? B9, where A9 and B9 are m = n9 and n9 = n matrices, respec-
tively, with coefficients in O, such that rk A s rk A9, implies that an
n = n9 matrix B exists with coefficients in O, such that A9 s A ? B.
Remark 5.2. If A is initial and C, D are two invertible square matrices
in O of orders m, n, respectively, then C ? A ? D is also initial so that the
above notion is well defined for any homomorphism between free O-mod-
ules of finite rank.
THEOREM 5.3. A finitely generated O-module M is reflexi¨ e if and only if
M is the image of an initial homomorphism between free O-modules of finite
rank.
w xProof. First, assume that M is reflexive. From 1, p. 26 , we know that
M is a 2-syzygy, so that we have an exact sequence 0 ª M ª F ª F ,1 0
where F , F are free O-modules of finite rank, and choosing an epimor-1 0
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phism F ª M, where F is a free O-module of finite rank, we can define2 2
f : F ª F as being the composite F ª M ª F . We shall prove that f is2 1 2 1
initial. Let A be a matrix of f with respect to the bases b , b of F , F ,2 1 2 1
respectively, and let A s A9 ? B9 be as in Definition 5.1. In terms of
O-modules this means that there exists a free O-module of finite rank FX2
and homomorphisms g, h9 which make the diagram commutative
h9 XF ª F2 2
5 x g
f
F ª F2 1
X X  X .  X .such that A , B are the matrices of g, h9 in the bases b , b , b , b ,2 1 2 2
respectively, b X being a basis of FX . As f s g ( h9, we have M s Im f :2 2
Im g. Since F rM : F is torsion-free, it follows that M is a 0-submodule1 0
 .  .of F , and by virtue of the hypothesis rk Im f s rk Im g , so that from1
Proposition 2.8 we can conclude that Im f s Im g. From Nakayama's
 .lemma we can take the basis b s e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e in such a way2 1 s sq1 sqk
 .that f e s m , 1 F i F s, constitutes a minimal system of generators fori i
X  X XM, and since Im f s Im g, we can choose the basis b s e , . . . , e ,2 1 s
X X .  X .  .  X .e , . . . , e , so that g e s f e s m , 1 F i F s. We set g e ssq1 sqk 9 i i i sqj
s l m , 1 F j F k9, l g O. Let h: FX ª F be the homomorphismis1 i j i i j 2 2
 X .  X . sdefined as follows: h e s e , 1 F i F s; h e s  l e , 1 F j F k9.i i sqj is1 i j i
Then g s f ( h. Hence, if B is the matrix of h in the bases b X , b , we have2 2
AX s A ? B.
Conversely, assume that M is the image of an initial homomorphism
between free O-modules of finite rank, f : F ª F . By applying Theorem2 1
2.4, in order to prove that M is reflexive we only need to show that M is a
0-submodule of F . Let K be the field of fractions of O and let l:1
y1F ª K m F be the homomorphism of localization. We set M9 s l K1 O 1
.m M , Then M9 is a 0-submodule of F , such that M : M9, rk M sO 1
rk M9. Let f 9: FX ª F be a homomorphism of free O-modules of finite2 1
rank whose image is M9. As above we can select a basis b s2
 .  .e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e of F , such that f e s m , 1 F i F s, is a1 s sq1 sqk 2 i i
X  X Xminimal system of generators for M, and also a basis b s e , . . . , e ,2 1 s9
X X . X X X . Xe , . . . , e of F , such that f e s m , 1 F i F s9, is a minimals9q1 s9qk 9 2 i i
 . s9 Xsystem of generators for M9. As M : M9, we can write f e s  l m ,j is1 i j i
1 F j F s q k, l g O. Let gX: F ª FX be the homomorphism given byi j 2 2
 . s9 Xg 9 e s  l e , 1 F j F s q k. It is not difficult to check that f sj is1 i j i
f 9( g 9, so that if A, A9, B9 stand for the matrices of f , f 9, g 9, respectively,
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in the above bases, then we have A s A9 ? B9, and by virtue of the
hypothesis there exists a matrix B, corresponding to a homomorphism g :
FX ª F , such that AX s A ? B or, equivalently, f X s f ( g. Hence, M9 s2 2
Im f 9 : Im f s M and, accordingly, M s M9.
DEFINITION 5.4. A matrix A with coefficients in O is said to be k-initial
if for every couple of prime ideals q ; p in O, such that ht p G k,
ht q F k y 1, O rqO being a Cohen]Macaulay ring, the matrix A,p p
obtained by reducing the coefficients of A in O rqO , is an initial matrix.p p
It is easy to see that if the matrix A is initial, then it is also 1-initial.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let O be a regular local ring, let M be a finitely
generated O-module, let
w p
F ª F ª M ª 0 S .1 0
be an exact sequence of O-modules with F , F free modules of finite rank,1 2
and let A be the matrix of w in some bases. Then A is k-initial if and only if M
is a k-syzygy.
Proof. First, assume that A is k-initial. It will suffice to prove that M
 .satisfies the d condition see Definition 4.9 since then M will alsoky1
w  .x w xsatisfy the S condition see Theorem 4.10 iii and from 2 we couldk
conclude that M will be a k-syzygy. Let q ; p be two prime ideals in O,
such that ht p G k, ht q F k y 1, O rqO being a Cohen]Macaulay ring.p p
For every O-module N we set N s N m O rqO . Tensoring the exactO p p
 .sequence S by O rqO , we obtain an exact sequencep p
w p
F ª F ª M ª 0. S .1 0
 .As A is initial, Im w is a 0-submodule of F Theorems 2.4 and 5.3 and,0
accordingly, M is a torsion-free O rqO -module, thus showing that indeedp p
M satisfies the d condition. The converse is similarly proved.ky1
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let O be a regular local ring and let w : F ª F be a1 0
homomorphism of free O-modules of finite rank. If a matrix A of w is k-initial
of rank rk A F k, then Im w is a free O-module.
Proof. Set M s Coker w, so that we have an exact sequence F ª F1 0
ª M ª 0. From Proposition 5.5 we know that M is a k-syzygy; hence
 . w xIm w is a k q 1 -syzygy and as the rank of A is F k, from 2, 3.16 we
conclude that Im w is free.
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6. MONOIDAL DIAGRAM OF MODULES OF FINITE
LENGTH
 .Let X, O be an integral scheme over an algebraically closed field k.X
Let N be a torsion-free coherent sheaf of O -modules. A subsheaf ofX
O -modules M : N is said to be a sheaf of 0-submodules if for everyX
x g X, M is a 0-submodule of N or, equivalently, if NrM is a torsion-freex x
O -module. Given a monoidal transformation f : X 9 ª X, for every coher-X
ent sheaf of O -modules N, we setX
f ?N s f *NrT f *N , .
 .where T M stands for the subsheaf of M consisting of all torsion
elements. If I is a coherent sheaf of ideals on X, then f ?I coincides with
? y1 .the inverse image ideal sheaf of I ; i.e., f I ( f I ? O , also denotedX 9
by I ? O , if there is no danger of confusion. More generally, if M : N isX 9
a sheaf of O -modules we have a natural inclusion f ?M ¨ f ?N , as followsX
taking into account that in the exact sequence
d «O y1XTor f NrM , O ª f * M ª f *N . .1 X 9
 .we have Im d s T f * M , as it is checked by remarking that localizing the
above sequence at the generic point of X 9, one obtains the same as
localizing 0 ª M ª N at the generic point of X. Given a subsheaf of
O -modules M : N, N being a torsion-free coherent sheaf, there is aX
 .  .unique subsheaf of 0-submodules M : N, such that 1 M : M ; 2 ifw0x w0x
M 9 is another subsheaf of 0-submodules containing M , then M : M 9 cf.w0x
.Proposition 2.8 . In fact, if p : N ª NrM stands for the canonical map we
y1  ..have M s p T NrM . Hence for every monoidal transformation wew0x
have an exact sequence of O -modules,X 9
0 ª f ?M ª f ?N ª f ? NrM ª 0. .  .w x0
THEOREM 6.1. With the abo¨e hypotheses and notations, let N be a
w xtorsion-free finitely generated k T , T -module of rank r. There exists a finite1 2
sequence of monoidal transformations
f f f fn ny1 2 1 w xX ª X ª ??? ª X ª X s Spec k T , T ,n ny1 1 0 1 2
? ?centered at closed points x g X , 0 F i F n y 1, such that f fi i n ny1
? Ä  . ..??? f N ??? is a locally free sheaf of O -modules.1 X n
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Proof. We shall use the following known fact:
 .  .) Let X , O be a smooth, separated, integral surface of finite type0 X 0
over an algebraically closed field k and let I be a sheaf of ideals on X .0
There exists a finite sequence of monoidal transformations
f f f fn ny1 2 1
X ª X ª ??? ª X ª X ,n ny1 1 0
centered at suitable closed points x g X , 0 F i F n y 1, such that I ? Oi i X n
is locally principal.
We proceed by recurrence on r. Let M : N be a rank-1 0-submodule so
w xwe have an exact sequence of k T , T -modules,1 2
0 ª M ª N ª Q ª 0,
w xwhere Q is a torsion-free k T , T -module of rank r y 1. Now we remark1 2
 .that the case r s 1 directly follows from ) taking into account that a
w xrank-1 torsion-free finitely generated k T , T -module N is isomorphic to1 2
w x kk w xan ideal of k T , T , as N is a rank-1 free k T , T -module containing1 2 1 2
 w x.N cf. 3 . From the recurrence hypothesis we thus obtain a sequence of
monoidal transformations
f f f fm my1 2 1 w xX ª X ª ??? ª X ª X s Spec k T , T ,m my1 1 0 1 2
? ? Ä  . .such that f ??? f Q ??? is a locally free sheaf of O -modules. Hencem 1 X m
we have an exact sequence of sheaves of O -modules,X m
? ? Ä ? ? Ä0 ª f ??? f M ??? ª f ??? f N ??? .  . / / /m 1 m 1w x0 w x0
? ? Äª f ??? f Q ??? ª 0. . /m 1
? ? Ä   . ..Moreover as f ??? f M ??? is a rank-1 torsion-free finitely gener-m 1 w0x w0x
 .ated O -module, again from ) we obtain a sequence of monoidalX m
transformations
f f f fn ny1 mq2 m
X ª X ª ??? ª X ª Xn ny1 mq1 m
? ? ? ? Ä     . .. . .such that f ??? f f ??? f M ??? ??? is a locally free sheaf ofn mq1 m 1 w0x w0x
O -modules and taking into account thatX n
? ? ? Ä ? ? ? Äf f ??? f M ??? s f f ??? f M ??? , .  . /  / /  /mq 1 m 1 mq1 m 1w x w x /  / /0 0w x w x0 0w x0
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? ? Ä  . .as f ??? f Q ??? and O are torsion-free O -modules, and similarlym 1 X Xmq 1 m
for higher indices, we finally obtain an exact sequence of O -modules,X n
? ? ? Ä0ª f ??? f ??? f M ??? ??? . / /n m 1 w x / /0 w x0
? ? ? Äª f ??? f ??? f N ??? ??? . / /n m 1 /
? ? ? Äª f ??? f ??? f Q ??? ??? ª 0, . / /n m 1 /
in which
? ? ? Ä ? ? ? Äf ??? f ??? f M ??? ??? and f ??? f ??? f Q ??? ??? , .  . / /  / /n m 1 n m 1 /w x / /0 w x0
both are locally free sheaves of O -modules, thus finishing the proof.X n
Let M be a finitely generated module over a Noetherian ring A. We
 .denote by FL M the set of elements m g M spanning a submodule A ? m
 .of finite length. It is checked that FL M is a submodule of M. Moreover
if M is a coherent sheaf of O -modules over a Noetherian schemeX
 .  .X, O , we denote by FL M the sheaf associated to the presheafX
  ..U ¬ FL M U , for every open subset U : X.
COROLLARY 6.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field and let M be a
w xk T , T -module of finite length. There exists a sequence of monoidal transfor-1 2
mations
f f f fn ny1 2 1 w xX ª X ª ??? ª X ª X s Spec k T , T ,n ny1 1 0 1 2
Ä .  ..such that FL f ( ??? ( f * M s 0.1 n
w xProof. Let 0 ª N ª F ª M ª 0 be an exact sequence of k T , T -1 2
w xmodules, F being a free k T , T -module of finite rank. By virtue of1 2
Theorem 6.1, there exists a finite sequence of monoidal transformations
f f f fn ny1 2 1 w xX ª X ª ??? ª X ª X s Spec k T , T ,n ny1 1 0 1 2
? ?centered at closed points x g X , 0 F i F n y 1, such that f fi i n ny1
? Ä  . ..??? f N ??? is a locally free sheaf of O -modules and we have an exact1 X n
sequence
? ? ? Ä ? ? ? Ä0ª f f ??? f N ??? ª f f ??? f F ??? .  . /  / /  /n ny1 1 n ny1 1
U U U Äª f f ??? f M ??? ª 0. . / /n ny1 1
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Taking cohomology with support at any closed point y g X and takingn
1 ? ? ? Ä 0 U    . ... into account that H f f ??? f N ??? s 0, we have H fy n ny1 1 y n
U U Ä   . ...f ??? f M ??? s 0.ny1 1
w xWe associate a diagram to each k T , T -module M of finite length as1 2
follows: the nodes ?m of the diagram are the centers x g X of thei i i
monoidal transformations f : X ª X in Corollary 6.2, together withi i iy1
the multiplicity m of the O -modulei x i
0 U U U Ä 1 ? ? ? ÄH f f ??? f M ??? ( H f f ??? f N ??? , .  . /  / /  /x i iy1 1 x i iy1 1 /  /i i
w xas defined in 5 , and we put an arrow from x onto x if and only if xi iy1 i
belongs to the exceptional curve of f : X ª X .i i iy1
 . w x  .EXAMPLES 6.3. i Set M s k T , T rm , m s T , T , and let f :1 2 1 2 1
w xX ª X s Spec k T , T be the monoidal transformation centered at m.1 0 1 2
w x w xThen X f Spec k T , U j Spec k T , V , with U s T rT , V s T rT .1 1 2 2 1 1 2
w x w xIn this case the modules m ? k T , U , m ? k V, T are principal and hence1 2
U U Ä .f m is locally principal so that FL f M s 0, and the diagram simply isÄ1 1
?1.
 . w x  .3 .ii Set M s k T , T r T , T . After the first monoidal transforma-1 2 1 2
w x  .3 . w xtion centered at m , on Spec k T , V the ideal T , T ? k T , V is2 1 2 2
w x  .3 .principal as T s V ? T , whereas on Spec k T , U we have T , T ?1 2 1 1 2
w x  .3 .k T , U s T , U ? T , which is a nonprincipal ideal. Taking into ac-1 1 1
Ä .count that the support of FL M is m , the calculation of the finite length
part of M can be done by means of the exact sequence
T ?1 32 w x w x0 ª n s T , U ª k T , U ª M9 s k T , U r T , T ? U ª 0, . .  .1 1 1 1 1
&
0 1 2 .  . w x  . .which yields H M9 s H n s k T , T r T , U . Repeating theÄm m 1 2 1






 . w x  .3 . w x   .3.iii Set M s k T , T r T , T [ k T , T r T , T . By using the1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
results of the previous example and the fact that Roberts' multiplicity is







 .iv Let us calculate the monoidal diagram of the monomial module
w x  .5  .2 .studied in 5, Sect. 4 ; i.e., M s IrJ, I s T , T , and J s1 2
 .6  .2 .3  .5. w xT , T T , T . Set A s k T , T . We have an exact sequence1 1 2 2 1 2
p
0 ª N ª A ? e [ A ? e ª M ª 0.1 2
 .  .5  .  .  .2  .where p is defined by p e s T mod J , p e s T mod J , and1 1 2 2
 .2  .5  .3N is spanned by n s T e y T e , n s T e , n s T e , n s1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 4
 .3T e . By applying the monoidal transformation of Spec A centered at2 2
 . w xm s T , T , A ¨ A9 s k T , U being the natural embedding, on Spec A91 2 1
A .we have an exact sequence 0 ª Tor M, A9 ª N m A9 ª A9e [ A9e1 A 1 2
 .5 2 .2 .  .6ª M m A9 ª 0. Accordingly, M m A9 ( T , U T r T ,A A 1 1 1
3 .5 5 .5.  .3 2 .  .4 3 .3.U T , U T ( T , U r T , U T , and the support of1 1 1 1 1
 .  .FL M m A9 is m9 s T , U . Taking cohomology with supports in m9 inA 1
the exact sequence
 .3T ?1 3 3 33 2 2 30 ª T , U ª T , U ª T , U r T ? T , U ª 0, .  .  . .  . .  .1 1 1 1 1
we obtain
 .3T ?1 30 1 3 1 20 ª H M m A9 ª H T , U ª H T , U , .  . .  .m 9 A m 9 1 m 9 1
1  3.  3. 1  .3 2 .  .3 2 .and since H T , U s A9r T , U , H T , U s A9r T , U , wem 9 1 1 m 9 1 1
 .3 0  .deduce that the homothety T ? vanishes; hence H M m A9 s1 m 9 A
 3. w xA9r T , U . Set A0 s k T , V . As above we have 0 ª N0 ª A0 e [1 2 1
Y  .2 5 .5A0 e ª M m A0 ª 0, where N0 is spanned by n s T e y V T e ,2 A 1 2 1 2 2
Y Y  .3 Y  .3 Y  5 .5n s VT e , n s T e , n s T e . Hence M m A ( V T ,2 2 1 3 2 1 4 2 2 A 2
 .2 .  6 .6 2 .5  .5.  .2 .  .5. T r V T , V T , T ( T r T . Therefore, FL M m2 2 2 2 2 2 A
.A0 s 0. By using the above examples and the computation of the multi-
w xplicity of M given in 5, Sect. 4 , we thus conclude that the monoidal
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w xRemark 6.4. Let M be a k T , T -module of finite length whose1 2
w xsupport is a maximal ideal m g Spec k T , T and let f : X ª1 2 1
w xSpec k T , T be the monoidal transformation centered at m. Then, the1 2
Ä X X .  4support of FL f *M is a finite number of closed points x , . . . , x ; X ,1 n 1
Ä X X X X . X Xand we have FL f *M ( M [ ??? [ M . Let m, m , . . . , m be the1, x 1, x 1 n1 n
multiplicities of M, M X X , . . . , M X X , respectively. In all examples we have1, x 1, x1 n
dealt with the inequality m F mX q ??? qmX holds, although we do not1 n
know whether the above relationship holds true for arbitrary modules of
finite length.
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